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Abstract—One of the most important stages of an integrated circuit development cycle is the verification phase. Before the integrated digital circuit large scale production, the pre-silicon verification captures and fixes the project functional errors using simulation and formal techniques. Unfortunately, some design errors escape to first silicon and need to be identified and corrected. This new phase is called post-silicon verification and imposes signal observability restrictions preventing designer from capturing and evaluating the signal values against time. We propose PSI, the first open-source framework for post-silicon debug algorithm experimentation. PSI features include: Verilog RTL parsing, post-silicon debug infrastructure inclusion, and online monitoring and validation. The customizable post-silicon debug infrastructure is composed by interconnection network, trace buffer, assertion triggering, and signal selection. These modules can be extended in order to evaluate new verification algorithms and architectures. We present area overhead of circuits in which we have used PSI to generate post-silicon debug infrastructure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technological innovations in the manufacturing process of digital integrated circuits result in transistor size reduction allowing the inclusion of new features. At the same time, the effort required to check and correct design errors is increased due to the higher complexity of modern chips [15]. This stage is called Verification being one of the most challenging during integrated circuit development cycle. When a design error escapes to silicon, the project is delayed and losses can reach up to 93% [16].

Before the circuit manufacturing process, a set of methods is used to capture and correct design errors. This pre-silicon step consists of simulations, formal tests and emulations. The most usual technique is the simulation [14], which allows the analysis of circuit signal behavior over time. However, this option may be impractical for all states due to the exponential number of input stimulus generated in some situations [12], [17]. In formal verification, mathematical proofs are used [8] but, unfortunately, this technique is also impractical to be used in complex systems which may contain billions of transistors, such as the third generation of Intel processors Core.

In order to identify the root cause of design errors that escaped to silicon, we use post-silicon debug techniques. In this process, the operation of the integrated circuit is evaluated using applications and real environments running at full clock frequency. This process involves four steps [1]: a) detecting the problem; b) reducing its location to a smaller region; c) identifying the cause; d) fixing or ignoring it [10]. This procedure has become essential and consumes on average, 35% of the circuit development cycle. In this case, the limited observability is a challenging problem, preventing the designer to capture and analyze the values of all circuit signals. In order to overcome this limitation, post-silicon debug techniques are used to make possible the observation of Circuit Under Debug (CUD) internal signals behavior. Post-silicon debug techniques include scan chains and trace buffers [9].

Scan chains use a series of interconnected registers, flip-flops or sequential elements. In this technique signal values are serially extracted, and then the circuit error state is uncovered and analyzed. However, the integrated circuit must be halted, preventing signal continuous monitoring. In industry, the most popular post-silicon debug technique is based on a trace buffer to store internal signal values during the integrated circuit real-time execution.

Although post-silicon debug techniques are broadly used both in academia and industry, there is no open-source system available to automate and implement post-silicon new algorithms and architectures. Developing open-source systems is a widely disseminated habit in Electronic Design Automation (EDA) research community. Some examples of EDA open-source systems are SIS (logic synthesis) [13], VIS (formal verification) [4], and ABC [3] (sequential synthesis and verification).

In the paper we present PSi, the first open-source framework for post-silicon debug algorithm experimentation. The framework is composed by basic features such as Verilog RTL parsing, post-silicon infrastructure inclusion, and online monitoring and validation. In terms of automatic post-silicon infrastructure generation PSi offers a set of pre-defined algorithms and architectures that are easily extensible. These predefined architectures and algorithms include MuxTree/Omega interconnection network generation, arbitrary size trace buffer generation, assertion triggering, and manual signal selection.

This paper is outlined as follows. Section II presents general concepts related to trace buffer post-silicon debug. Section III discusses related work. In Section IV we present the methodology and, finally, Section V shows the results and Section VI, conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

The most relevant post-silicon verification problem is internal signal observability limitation. Some on-chip strategies to overcome observability limitation include Design-for-Test (DFT) and Design-for-Debug (DFD). Although addressing the same problem, DFT and DFD have different objectives. While
DFT identifies manufacturing defects, DFD is focused on design error localization. The most popular technique for DFT is the scan chain [7]. The industry standard solution for DFD is storing and analyzing the signal values on a trace buffer.

In this paper we consider DFD as the infrastructure used for extracting and analyzing signal information for post-silicon debug being responsible for capturing and storing groups of signals in real-time at full clock speed. In remain of this Section we discuss general concepts related to DFD. Figure 1 presents a trace buffer based DFD architecture. The Interconnection Network module is responsible for selecting which signals will be stored in the trace buffer memory module. The Trigger Logic module monitors the circuit behavior and begins capturing data when preset conditions are met. We discuss those DFD modules in more detail in the next subsections.

![Fig. 1: Internal DFD Structure.](Image)

### A. Interconnection Network

Interconnection networks are programmable systems used for communication between two components. In post-silicon debug, interconnection networks are used to select a subset of signals to be stored in the trace buffer being named asymmetric because they have more inputs than outputs. Interconnection networks and can be designed under diverse architecture types and the most relevant characteristics for post-silicon debug are blocking rate and area overhead. The blocking rate refers to the set of possible signal combinations that can be observed at the same time and area overhead is related to the integrated circuit area dedicated to implement the interconnection network.

### III. RELATED WORK

In this Section we present work related to post-silicon debug architectures, algorithms, and tools. Several post-silicon debug architectures have been proposed in recent years. Abramovici et al. [1] presents a reconfigurable infrastructure for SoCs to support post-silicon debug. This infrastructure is inserted at RTL, providing a debug platform that can be configured using a JTAG port. The proposed system supports different debug structures such as assertion checkers, transaction identifiers, triggers, and event counters. This system is not publicly available.

Park et al. [11] use the trace buffer for bug localization. In this work on-chip recorders collect information about flows of instructions, and what the instructions executed as they passed through various design blocks. When a system failure occurs, the recorded information is scanned out and analyzed offline for bug localization. On [18], the authors use the trace buffer data for capturing errors in spatial and temporal domains. But even using trace buffer, the time of bug activation is a challenging problem. Thus, various methods for bugs and faults have been presented.

### IV. METHODOLOGY

PSi is a system developed to help and speed up the post-silicon debug phase. The tool provides to the user the possibility of selecting wires from a design, in order to externalize them and generate the interconnection network used to capture the signals driven by these wires, and selecting assertions, to use for trace buffer trigger. PSi uses the tools Vericonn [6] and Veritrace [2] to generate the DFD. It uses Yosys in order to generate a list of wires in a Verilog design and their respective place on the project hierarchy and uses an assertion library to include the selected assertions on the design. In this Section we present PSi blocks: a) Front-end; b) Externalization process; c) Debug Infrastructure.

#### A. Front-end

The front-end consists of a visual interface used by the designer in order to specify the design top level file, select the desired wires for analysis and configure DFD module. The configuration consists on the type and features (such as input and output size) of the interconnection network as well as the trace buffer dimensions and the assertions to be used as trigger of trace buffer. After configured, PSi starts the process of wire parsing, creating a new Verilog design with the assertions and all selected wires externalized in the top module, and with the DFD connected to the wires. Figure 2 shows the new design generated by PSi. With the new Verilog design, is possible to analyze the system behavior during execution through the serial interface. Figure 2 depicts the process of communication between the design generated by the PSi and the computer.

#### B. Wire Extraction and DFD infrastructure generation example

In order to extract and externalize the wires that compose a design we use a Verilog lexical analyzer from the Yosys synthesis tool. This process consists of five steps:

1. Yosys performs the Verilog code analysis and returns a list of wires with their respective attributes and where they are on the design hierarchy;
2. The tool generates the design modules hierarchy with their respective wires;
3. After wire selection, the tool performs a recursive modification of the modules interfaces on the hierarchy in order to create a path to the top module interface;
4. A new design containing all modules necessary for the circuit debug is generated, including assertions.
5. A XML file containing all information about the trace buffer structure is generated for the data extraction process.
In order to externalize wires in deep modules, PSI creates a path between the selected wire module and the top module by modifying the intermediate modules interfaces. This process starts in the module that is deeper in the hierarchy. PSI generates an output for this wire connecting the selected wire to this output, creating a new interface in the module. This process is repeated in the upper modules finishing at the top level module, when the internal wires can be accessed by the DFD module.

C. Debug infrastructure

The debug infrastructure is responsible to detect and store the errors occurrence during the post-silicon debug. This module consists in three parts:

1) Interconnection Network;
2) Trigger Logic;
3) Trace Buffer.

The interconnection network is responsible for selecting a subgroup of wires from a larger set and connect them to a trace buffer. The use of interconnection networks is necessary in order to maximize the number of captured signals from a design. The main reason for the use of these networks is the fact that the trace buffer width will always be smaller than the number of observed signals due to the area overhead caused by the trace buffer.

The trigger logic is responsible for detecting errors during debug process. This module uses assertions to monitor circuit behavior. All selected assertions are connected on the trigger logic. When an assertion is violated, the process of capturing signals from interconnection network and storing at the trace buffer starts. Figure 3 illustrates this process.

The trace buffer is a circular buffer memory responsible for storing all errors occurred during the debug process.

Table I: Assertions used in the design example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Expression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>assert_always(memRead != memWrite)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>assert_always(instruction[31:26] == 0 &amp;&amp; regDst)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>assert_always((op1ALU&gt;0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Figure 4 we present the area of the new design for two different interconnection networks (Mux Tree and Omega) in three different sizes (32x8, 128x16 and 256x32) with a trace buffer of fixed depth of 32 and width of 8, 16 and 32.
respectively. The area is presented as the number of NAND equivalent gates.

![Fig. 4: Final Overhead caused by DfD.](image)

The y-axis of Figure 4 represents the number of NAND equivalent gates. The white bar represents the size of the MIPS processor and the bars with patterns represent the size including the DFD infrastructure.

Table II presents the new size of the MIPS processor with the DFD and the respective overhead. All modules generated presents overhead below 2%.

### TABLE II: Area Overhead

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Trace</th>
<th>New Size</th>
<th>Overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mux_Tree-32x8</td>
<td>8x32</td>
<td>1245427</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mux_Tree-128x16</td>
<td>16x32</td>
<td>1250304</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mux_Tree-256x32</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>1257885</td>
<td>1.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega-32x8</td>
<td>8x32</td>
<td>1245691</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega-128x16</td>
<td>16x32</td>
<td>1251124</td>
<td>0.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omega-256x32</td>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>1258167</td>
<td>1.36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed the PSI post-silicon debug tool. It provides the features to select a group of wires from a design and connect them to a DFD module. We have also shown that PSI is extensible and new functions can be easily included. The already implemented features are the generation of interconnection network and trace buffers in Verilog RTL code, assertion based event trigger, and manual signal selection.
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